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This paper examines and describes selected syntactic features of the functional programming 

paradigm as exemplified by two modern languages, Kotlin and Swift. The specific features of the 
paradigm which are considered are higher-order functions, lambda functions, map, filter and reduce 
functions, and higher-kinded types. Code fragments to illustrate how these features are supported in 
both Kotlin and Swift are presented. 

Записки по функционално програмиране с примери на Kotlin и Swift (Стоян Б. Бонев, 
Джон Е. Галетли). Статията представя избрани елементи от функционалния стил на 
програмиран. Всички те са илюстрирани с примери на два съвременни езика, Kotlin и Swift. 
Последователно се разглеждат функции от по-висок ред, ламбда функции, функциите map, 
filter и reduce, а също така и типове от по-висок ред. Фрагменти от програмен код на двата 
езика показват същината на разгледаните езикови конструкции. 

 

I. Introduction 

I.1 Kotlin and Swift 
Kotlin and Swift are two relatively modern 

programming languages. Kotlin was announced by 
JetBrains in 2011 for Android mobile devices [8, 9], 
while Swift was introduced by Apple in 2014 for iOS 
mobile devices [10, 11]. They are both regarded as 
being native languages for mobile app development 
for their respective platforms. They are thus important 
and popular languages in the economically-booming 
mobile app market. As is the trend for modern 
languages, Kotlin and Swift are classed as being 
multi-paradigm languages. As this paper explains, 
both been influenced by the functional programming 
(FP) paradigm. 

The predominant methodology for the 
development of mobile apps is definitely the 
procedural or object-oriented approach. Functional 
programming is not mainstream for the software 
development industry. 

However, the functional programming paradigm 
has a number of advantages, such as brevity of code; 
concurrency support; lazy evaluation; and separation-
of-concerns by emphasizing function composition 
[27]. These would be beneficial in the development of 
mobile apps. 

Knowledge of how these languages provide 
support for the FP paradigm seems to be terra 
incognita for many programmers. The authors address 
this shortcoming, in a small way, by describing and 
illustrating how specific FP features are supported by 
both Kotlin and Swift. 

Space restrictions are a barrier to examining the 
full range of FP features. The authors therefore 
selected a subset of FP features (including standard, 
and more advanced ones) that encompass the FP 
paradigm [4, 7]. The selected features are higher-order 
functions, lambda functions, map, filter and reduce 
functions, and higher-kinded types. 

I.2 Functional Programming 

The function concept is a basic building block for 
program development in numerous programming 
languages [1]. The classical implementation of a 
function is based on a “call/return” statement pair 
which serves to transfer control between the calling 
statement and the called function. This approach 
permits the bi-directional exchange of data through a 
parameter-passing mechanism that is based on the 
correspondence between formal parameters and actual 
arguments, and also permits the return of results via a 
return statement.  

Functional programming has its roots in pure 
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mathematics, the most notable contribution being 
Church’s lambda calculus [2]. Lambda calculus is a 
formal system in mathematical logic for expressing 
computation based on functions: abstraction and 
application using variable binding and substitution. 

In programming terms, the function serves as the 
foundation for functional programming – a style of 
programming based on the use pure functions which 
avoid shared state, mutable data, and side-effects [3], 
[4]. Examples of modern, but specific, pure functional 
languages are Haskell [5] and Scala [6].  

II. Higher-Order Functions 

In the functional programming paradigm, functions 
are treated as first-class citizens (or first-class 
functions), meaning that functions behave like any 
other program variable [5]. For example, a first-class 
function can be passed as an argument to other 
functions, and can be returned by another function as 
its return value and can be assigned as a value to a 
variable or may appear as an item within a data 
collection [5]. 

These functions are also known as higher-order 
functions [12]. The next two sections illustrate this 
function-passing behaviour in Kotlin and Swift. 

In our study, we define a problem space in order to 
describe the data exchange between functions. Given 
are a fixed set of functions and a collection of numeric 
values. The data collection items serve as arguments 
to the list of functions. We automate the evaluation of 
all the functions over all the data values, with the 
requirement that all the processing is to take place in 
only one iterative step. 

 
Kotlin 
fun sqr(par: Double) = par * par 
fun cube(par: Double) = par * par * par 
fun abs(par: Double) : Double { 
    return if (par<0.0) -par else par } 
fun ctof(par: Double) = 9.0/5.0 * par + 32.0 
Swift 
func sqr(par: Double) -> Double { return par*par } 
func cube(par: Double) -> Double{ return par*par*par} 
func abs(par: Double) -> Double {  
    return par<0.0 ? -par : par } 
func ctof(par: Double) -> Double{ 
    return 9.0/5.0 * par + 32.0  } 

 
The selected sample group of functions to evaluate 

includes functions that return the square, the cube, the 
absolute value, and the Celsius to Fahrenheit 
temperature conversion. All functions have the same 
unified signature - a formal parameter of Double data 
type, and a return value of Double data type. 

The following list/array data structures serve to 

encapsulate the selected functions and the collection 
of numeric data values. 

 
Kotlin 
val listFun = listOf(::sqr, ::cube, ::abs, ::ctof) 
val listData = listOf(15.0, 25.0, 35.0, 45.0, 55.0) 
Swift 
var listFun:Array<(Double)->Double> = 
                                                   [sqr, cube, abs, ctof] 
var listData = [ 5.0, 15.0, 25.0, 35.0, 45.0, 55.0 ] 

 
Having all the above definitions, we can then apply 

“one step” iteration in the context of two nested loop 
control statements taking a function as an argument. 
The outer loop is controlled by variable i and iterates 
through all functions in the list listFun. The inner loop 
is controlled by variable j that iterates through all data 
values in the list listData. 

 
Kotlin 
println("Test multiple functions, multiple data ") 
println("Rows by fun name from listFun = $listFun ") 
println("Colmns by data seq from listData=$listData") 
for ( i in listFun )  { 
    for ( j in listData ) 
        print("   " + example(i, j)) 
    println() 
} 
println() 
Swift 
print("  version multiple functions,  multiple data") 
print(" Rows by fun name from listFun = " , listFun ) 
print(" Colmns by data seq from listData=",listData) 
for i in listFun  { 
    for j in listData   { 
 print("  ", example(funArg:i, dataArg:j), terminator:" “) 
} 
    print() 
} 
print() 

 
The Kotlin record “example(i,j)” and 

corresponding Swift record “example(funArg:i, 
dataArg:j)” resemble accessing a 2D  array referenced 
with i as a row index and j as a column index. This is 
only a superficial similarity which hides the semantic 
entity of these records as a flexible way to call 
different functions with different argument values 
using the same notation for all cases.  

 
II.1 Passing a function as a parameter to a 

function  
The function  example()  defined below has a 

formal parameter, funarg, which corresponds to a 
function with one Double data type argument, 
dataArg, and a return value of Double data type. The 
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example()  function body contains only one statement, 
return statement. The result of invoking funArg with 
argument dataArg is transferred back to the caller 
[16]. 

 
Kotlin 
fun example(funArg:(Double)->Double, dataArg: 
Double): Double {  
    return funArg(dataArg) 
} 
Swift 
func example(funArg:(Double)->Double, dataArg: 
Double) -> Double { 
    return funArg(dataArg) 
} 

 
II.2 Returning a function from a function as its 

return value  
The function  exampleRetFun(), presented below 

has a formal parameter of Int data type, and a return 
value that is a function with a Double data type 
parameter and return value. 

The function body has only a switch statement. 
Each case clause is composed of a return statement 
with an argument of a concrete function name such as 
sqr, cube, abs, and ctof. All the functions have the 
same unified signature of Double data type parameter 
and return value.  

The effect of running a function that returns a 
function as its value, i.e. the exampleRetFun() 
function, is demonstrated with a trivial for loop that 
iterates four times, returning a different function name 
like sqr, cube, abs or ctof, depending on the counter 
control variable i. 

 
Kotlin 
fun exampleRetFun(par: Int): (Double) -> Double { 
    when (par) { 
        1 -> return ::sqr  //explicit func reference 
        2 -> return ::cube 
        3 -> return ::abs 
        4 -> return ::ctof 
    } 
    return ::err 
} 
fun main() { 
    for ( i in 1..4) { 
        func = exampleRetFun( i )  
        print("  "+func(-40.0)) // indirect fun call 
    } 
    println() 
 } 
Swift 
func exampleRetFun(par: Int) -> (Double) -> Double { 
    switch par { 
        case 1: return sqr // sqr explicit fun ref 

        case 2: return cube 
        case 3: return abs 
        case 4: return ctof 
        default: return err 
      } 
 } 
func main() { 
for i in 1...4 { 
   fun = exampleRetFun(par:i ) 
 print(" ",fun(50.0)," ",exampleRetFun(par:i)(-40.0))  
print() 
} 

III. Lambda Expressions, Lambda Functions 
and Closures 

An expression (one or more statements) formulated 
in the style of Church’s lambda calculus is termed a 
lambda expression [4]. Lambda expressions are an 
abstraction for the representation of lambda functions. 
They serve as a pattern for the explicit description, 
definition and invocation of a lambda function, but do 
not give a name for the function itself. In practical 
terms, lambda functions are anonymous (or nameless) 
functions and provide an in situ alternative to named 
functions [7]. Originally introduced in FP, lambda 
functions are nowadays supported by many other 
languages such as Java, C#, and C++, and Kotlin [13], 
[14], [4]. However, the Swift syntax reference manual 
[15] uses the term “closure”, not “lambda function” to 
describe anonymous functions in Swift. 

Lambda functions/closures present a compact and 
useful programming feature. They permit the 
encapsulation of specific processing into separate 
nameless units that are to be invoked in one only 
executive point of the program code. Using lambda 
functions/closures produces efficient, reliable and 
readable code. Typical areas of using lambda 
functions include exception handling and event 
handling techniques. Developing event handlers based 
on lambda functions makes unnecessary the definition 
of units as classes with methods whose only role is to 
handle an event [13]. 

Lambda functions may directly execute at the point 
of appearance. They may be transferred as a parameter 
to a function, or may return from a function as its 
return value. Like named functions, lambda functions 
(and closures) are first-class functions and higher-
order functions. 

The lambda function syntax in Kotlin and the 
closure syntax in Swift have the following general 
form: 

 
Kotlin 
{ parameters  ->   
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  statements 
} 
Swift 
{ (parameters) -> return type in 
  statements 
} 

 
Both entities are surrounded in curly braces. Each 

contains the function parameters and function body 
separated with a delimiter ‘->’. Lambda functions and 
closures may have zero, one or more parameters. The 
function body is usually a Kotlin/Swift expression or 
statement. Here are examples to illustrate lambdas 
definitions with one parameter. 

 
Kotlin 
println("Lambda function with one parameter") 
// lambda fun defined but not used CtoF converter 
 {par: Double -> 9.0/5.0*par + 32.0}  
 
// parenthesized definition, not used 
( {par: Double -> 9.0/5.0*par + 32.0} ) 
 
//lambda fun defined, invoked act arg, ret value lost 
( {par: Double -> 9.0/5.0*par + 32.0} )(100.0)  
 
// lambda fun defined and invoked, ret value saved 
var rez1=({par:Double -> 9.0/5.0*par+32.0} )(100.0) 
 
// return value displayed in two different ways 
print(" "+rez1+" "+({par:Double->9.0/5.0*par+32.0} )(100.0)) 
 
Swift 
print("Closure with one parameter") 
// named closure  
var sb3=({(par:Double)->Double in return 9.0/5.0*par+32.0}) 
 
sb3(100.0)  // closure invoked, ret value lost, ERROR 
 
// closure invoked, ret value saved  
let rez1 = sb3(100.0)  
print(rez1) 
 
// the same value displayed in three different ways 
print(rez1," ",sb3(100.0)," ", ( {(par: Double) -> Double in 
return 9.0/5.0*par + 32.0} )(100.0)) 
 

IV. Lambda Functions as First-Class Data 
Objects 

This next section demonstrates lambda function 
behaviour as first-class data objects. 

Lambda functions listed in data structure 
Kotlin 
val lambda:(Double)->Double = { par: Double -> par*5 
} 
val listFun = listOf(::sqr, ::cube, ::abs, ::ctof, lambda) 
Swift 
var closure=(Double)->Double= 

                              {  (p:Double) in return p*5  }  
var listFun:Array<(Double)->Double> = [sqr, cube, abs, 
ctof, closure] 

 
Passing a lambda as an argument to a function 

Kotlin 
println("Test for lambda functions as FCDO") 
var lambda = example( { par: Double -> par * 5}, 20.0) 
println("lambda result = $lambda") 
Swift 
print("Test for closure as FCDO") 
var  closure = example(funArg: { (par: Double) -> 
Double in return par * 5}, dataArg:20.0) 
print("closure result = " , closure) 

 
Returning a lambda from a function as a value 

Kotlin 
fun exampleRetFun(par: Int): (Double) -> Double { 
    when (par) { 
        1 -> return ::sqr 
        . . . 
        5 -> return ::lambda 
    } 
fun main() { 
 . . . 
func = exampleRetFun(5) 
print("  "+func(-30.0)) //indirect call to lambda fun 
 . . . 
} 
Swift 
func exampleRetFun(par: Int) -> (Double) -> Double { 
    switch par { 
        case 1: return sqr //sqr explicit func ref 
        . . . 
        case 5: return closure 
        default: return err 
      } 
func main() { 
. . . 
var fun = exampleRetFun(par:5)  
print("  ", fun(-30.0)) // indirect call to closure 
. . . 
} 

V. Map, Filter and Reduce Functions 

Three central abstractions of functional 
programming are the map, filter and reduce functions 
[17]. They are just three of a library of built-in, 
higher-order functions. These three functions provide 
optimal non-iterative processing of sequences of data, 
i.e. collections such as arrays, lists, sets, dictionaries, 
etc. [5].  

Mapping is a successive application of a function 
to a sequence of arguments that returns a sequence of 
results. Filtering is a successive application of a 
Boolean function to a sequence of arguments that 
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returns a sequence of the arguments that make this 
function return true. Reducing is the application of a 
function to a sequence of arguments to produce a 
single value.  

In functional programming, lambda functions are 
often used in combination with the map, filter and 
reduce functions. We demonstrate this below in Kotlin 
and Swift. The behaviour is explained as follows: 

• Map transforms the values collection into a new 
sequence as squares of the items in the input. 

• Filter results into a new sequence with negative 
data items extracted from the input. 

• Reduce accumulates the sum of all the items from 
the input sequence. 

 
Kotlin 
val values: List<Double> = listOf(2.0, -4.0, -5.0, 7.0) 
 
var result1 = values.map( { x: Double -> x*x } ) 
    print(result1) 
var result2 = values.filter({ x: Double -> x<=0.0 }) 
    print(result2) 
var result3 = values.reduce( 
               { x1: Double, x2: Double -> x1+x2 } ) 
print(result3) 
Swift 
let values = [2.0, -4.0, -5.0, 7.0] 
let result1 = values.map( 
{(par: Double) -> Double in return par * par }) 
    print(result1) 
let result2 = values.filter( 
     {( par: Double) -> Bool in return  par<=0.0 }) 
print(result2) 
let result3 = values.reduce(0, 
   {(x1:Double,x2:Double)->Double in return(x1+x2)}) 
print(result3) 

VI. Higher-Kinded Types 

FP languages also support the advanced (but 
commonplace) concept of higher-kinded types 
(HKTs) [18]. HKTs are derived from mathematical 
category/type theory. In this context, “kind” is 
understood to mean the type of a type.  

Parametric polymorphism [18] (called generics in 
Java and C#, and templates in C++) is a well-known 
concept available in many languages. It allows the 
definition of functions with a generic type parameter, 
<T>, e.g. List(<T>), with the type <T> specified at 
runtime. Basically, the type parameter, <T>, allows 
the abstraction of specific type parameters. This 
concept may be taken further with the introduction of 
recursion, e.g. List(List(<T>)), replacing T with 
List(<T>). 

A similar concept occurs with higher-kinded types, 
only here, instead of abstracting types for functions, 

types are abstracted for types. Basically, HKTs are 
types which take abstract types and construct a new 
type – so-called type constructor polymorphism [19, 
20, 21]. Higher-kinded types have the ability to 
process generic types with their type parameters as 
variables and so may be viewed as type constructors.  

Functors and Monads [22] are the most common 
examples of higher-kinded types. However, such 
types are not natively-supported in Kotlin and Swift. 
Nonetheless, cutting through the complex theory, we 
may illustrate HKTs behaviour in Kotlin and Swift in 
a simplified way. 

A Functor is any type that can be mapped over 
with the map function. Arrays, lists, sets, dictionaries, 
and several other “collection” entities have this 
property. So they are all Functors. In Kotlin and Swift, 
we give an example of an array whose elements are 
mapped into their squares. The solution is presented in 
two versions: the argument of the function map() is 
first specified as the user-defined function squares(), 
and then as a lambda function.  

 
Kotlin 
fun squares(par: Double): Double { 
    return par * par 
} 
val values: Array<Double> = arrayOf(2.0, 4.0, 5.0, 7.0) 
var mapped = values.map( ::squares ) 
print(mapped) 
 
var mapped = values.map( 
                   { par: Double -> par * par } ) 
print(mapped) 
Swift 
func squares(par: Double) -> Double { 
    return par * par 
} 
let values = [2.0, 4.0, 5.0, 7.0] 
let mapped = values.map(squares) 
print(mapped) 
 
let mapped = values.map( 
    {(par: Double) -> Double in return par * par }) 
print(mapped) 

A Monad is any type that can be mapped over 
using the map() function, and flat mapped over using 
the flatMap() function (another built-in function that 
flattens multi-dimensional collections). Again, arrays, 
lists, sets, dictionaries, etc., have this property. So 
they are also Monads. In Swift and Kotlin, we give an 
example using a 2D array that is flattened to a 1D 
array, and its elements then are mapped into their 
squares. 
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Kotlin 
var array2D = arrayOf(arrayOf(1.0, 2.0),  
                       arrayOf(3.0, 4.0),  arrayOf(5.0, 6.0), 
                       arrayOf(7.0, 8.0)) 
var flattened = array2D.flatMap { Array -> 
                      Array.map { par -> par*par} } 
print(flattened) 
Swift 
let array2D = [[1.0,2.0], [3.0,4.0], 
               [5.0,6.0], [7.0,8.0]] 
var flattened = array2D.flatMap { array in return 
               array.map { par in return par*par } } 
print(flattened) 

VII. Conclusion 

This paper presented an informative evaluation of 
the support provided by the native syntax of Kotlin 
and Swift for a number of functional programming 
paradigm features. The features selected were higher-
order functions, lambda functions, map, filter and 
reduce functions, and higher-kinded types. Code 
examples to illustrate these features were given in 
both Kotlin and Swift. Space restrictions do not permit 
the inclusion of other FP features in this paper, but 
research shows that other standard features are also 
supported. 

Allowing for the differences in the syntax of Kotlin 
and Swift, the paper has shown that the languages do 
support the above features. The only omission is the 
lack of native support for higher-kinded types, 
although some qualified support in simplified 
scenarios was demonstrated. For the future, this lack 
of support may change. Certainly, for Swift, at least, 
there are discussions on Internet forums advocating 
the introduction of HKT support in future versions of 
the language [23]. 

Although Kotlin and Swift are languages that were 
both designed for implementing native-code 
applications for mobile devices, they are both 
complete, fully-featured languages in the sense of 
being multi-paradigm. This is a trend in modern 
languages, so it is, perhaps, unsurprising that they 
both languages support many aspects of the functional 
programming paradigm. So, the overall result of our 
examination is positive – even though Kotlin and 
Swift have different syntaxes, they both support many 
functional programming features. 

This result opens up an interesting possibility. 
Given their functional programming support, plus the 
fact that these languages were primarily designed for 
the mobile app market, it seems reasonable to ask if 
the functional programming paradigm is being used in 
mobile app development today. Some benefits of the 
functional programming style include brevity of code, 

concurrency, and lazy evaluation, all characteristics 
focusing on performance – an important requirement 
for modern mobile apps. However, an Internet search 
revealed that, although there are several articles 
predicting the use of functional programming with 
Kotlin and Swift in the near future for mobile app 
development, there are yet no published scholarly 
articles on this topic. Perhaps it is still too early for 
such work to be published. Or, perhaps, there needs to 
be more educational papers on the benefits of the 
functional programming paradigm. 

There is, however, some progress. Arrow is a 
library that has been recently created for typed 
functional programming in Kotlin [24]. Ferreira 
illustrates how an Android app may be created via 
Arrow primitives [25]. 

Another development involving the synergy 
between Kotlin and Swift has also emerged. Kotlin 
provides native program support for Android devices, 
while Swift does the same for iOS devices. However, 
to port an Android app to iOS involves a re-write in 
Swift, and vice-versa. To try to circumvent this major 
inconvenience, a language translator from Swift to 
Kotlin has been developed [26]. The project is in 
active development, with many rules and 
improvements still to be implemented. But its 
development goes to illustrate the importance of these 
two languages. 

Lastly, the paper provides both helpful and 
instructive background information, particularly 
addressed to students and software developers whose 
area of interest and expertise does not encompass the 
functional programming paradigm. 
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